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Abstract 
This paper investigates determining the statistics atisfying the Narayana distribution on the 
set of Catalan lattice paths. It extends the list of known statistics considerably and shows how 
the statistics relate to one another by moderately simple bijections. 
I. Introduction 
On Z 2 consider lattice paths having positively directed vertical and horizontal unit 
steps with 0 denoting a vertical step, or an ascent, and with 1 denoting a horizontal 
step. For nonnegative integer n, the set of Catalan paths (or Dyck paths), C~(n), is the 
set of all lattice paths from (0, 0) to (n, n) that never run below the line y = x. Hence, 
I~(n)l is the nth Catalan number. 
Define the Narayana distribution as 
N(n,k)=(n-k l ) (n -k  1 ) - (~ -11)(~ +11)" 
Hence, I~(0)1 = N(0,  0) = 1; I~(1)1 = N(1,  0) = 1; 1~(2)1 = N(2 ,  0) + N(2,  1) = 1 + 1; 
I cg(3)l = St3, 0) + St3, 1) + St3, 2) = 1 + 3 + 1; I ~(4) 1 = N(4, 0) + St4, 1) + St4, 2) + 
N(4 ,3)=1+6+6+1.  
Consider the following previously defined statistics (i.e., functions) on C~(n). For  
P1P2 ... Ph ... P2nEC~(n) . 
(i) Ov(P) = I{h:PhPh+l = 10} = number of valleys on P, 
(ii) ~gEA(P) ---- I{h; PEh = 0} ] = number of evenly positioned ascents on P, 
(iii) ODA(P ) = I{h: PhPh+ 1 = 00}l = number of double ascents on P. 
(iv) OL(P) = I {h: PhPh + 1Ph + 2 = 001} I + I {h: PhPh + iPh + 2 = 110} I = number of non- 
final maximal constant subpaths of length greater than one on P. 
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Table 1 
Here is the instance of Proposition 1when n = 3 
PeCg(3) 000111 010101 001011 001101 010011 
O~A(P) 1 0 2 1 1 
Ov(P) 0 2 1 1 1 
ODA(P) 2 0 1 1 1 
OL(P) 1 0 1 2 1 
Our starting point is the collective result [1, 5, 7, 13] initiated by Narayana [7]: 
Proposition 1. For f ixed n, the statistics - -  OEA , ~)v, ~)DA, and ~)L  - -  are distributed by 
N(n, k), i.e., [ {P~Cg(n): O(P) = k}[ = N(n, k) (Table 1). 
Often in combinatorics, the goal is to find a formula that enumerates an interesting 
collection. Here the goal is to find all collections that are enumerated by an interesting 
formula. We will investigate determining and cataloging statistics on Catalan lattice 
paths - -  or catpaths - -  satisfying the Narayana distribution. In doing so, we will 
restrict our attention solely to statistics that are encoded by 4 x 4 matrices as 
introduced in Section 2. The main results of Section 3 yield a catalog of 113 such 
statistics including those of Proposition 1. The second remark of Section 2 notes that 
our catalog is incomplete. 
To establish these results, we first employ a computer-assisted algorithmic search 
for a set of candidate statistics that satisfy the Narayana distribution for C(n), n <~ 8. 
Then, using bijective methods with graphical records - -  specifically, the graphs of 
Figs. 1 and 2, which are essential for this paper - -  we verify that each candidate does 
indeed satisfy the Narayana distribution on C(n) for any n. The author [10] has used 
a similar candidate-verification scheme to find many statistics atisfying the symmet- 
ric Kreweras-Poupard distribution [6,4, 9]. 
2. The even-odd-even-odd condition and matrix codes 
In any path, P = PIP2 ... PhPh+ 1 ... P,, a pair, PhPh+ x is called even-odd if h is 
even. Often we will overline the even-odd pairs of steps of a path to emphasize the 
parity of their positions. For example, the path, P = 01001011 e c~(4), may be written 
as 0T00TOT 1. In this paper we will restrict our attention to path statistics, O, with 
domain U, >/lC~(n), that satisfy what we call the even-odd-even-odd condition. For 
a given P = P1 . - .  Ph :~- -  P2n E Cg(n), we desire that O(P) be essentially a weighted sum 
of the frequencies of the elements in the following multiset of subpaths of length 4 
from P, 
{P2hP2h+l P2h+ 2P2h+3 : 1 <~ h <~ n - 3}. 
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O(P) is not to depend on the positions of these subpaths. More precisely, we write: 
Definition 1. Let M be any 4 x 4 matrix with nonnegative integer entries. Here we 
index the rows and the columns of M by 00, 01, 10, 11 in lieu of the usual 1, 2, 3, 4. 
A statistic, O, is said to satisfy the even-odd-even-odd condition if for such an M, O(P) 
is the sum over selected entries of M as follows: 
O(P)  = ~ (M)P2~P ..... P~.÷2v .... • 
1 <<.h~n--2 
It is convenient in the following to denote O(P) by M(P). 
Definition 2. For t~ {0, 1}, the statistic, whose value at P is denoted by Mr(P), is said 
to be a matrix code if 
Mr(P) = M(P) + z(P2 = t), 
where z(A) = 1 if A is true and = 0 if otherwise. A matrix code is called Narayana 
code, when it represents a statistic having the Narayana distribution on (.Jo .< .Cg(n) •
Notice that something accounting for the direction of the second step, P2, on each 
path, P, is certainly needed if a matrix code, Mr, is to satisfy the Narayana distribution, 
N(n, k), on cg(2) = {0011, 0101}. 
Example 1. Let 
[~ 2 1 1 
0 0 0 
1 0 0 
0 0 0 
[i 1° 0 0 
1 0 
0 0 
0 
0 + 
0 
1 1 1 
0 0 0 
0 0 0 
0 0 0 
In particular, if P = 00001 O011 1001 11 1, then ODA(P) ---- Do(P) = (D)oool + 
(1) 
(D)oloo + (D)ooll + (D)111o + (D)loOl + (D)ot 11 + z (Pz  = O) = 2 + 0 + 1 + 0 + 1 
+0+1.  
In this example, the entry (D)1o.ol counts all noninitial odd-even positioned ascents 
occurring as the quadruple 1--O~T on a given path. More generally, on a given P, D(P) 
counts all noninitial odd-even ascents (by the next-to-the-right-most matrix of (2.1)) 
and all even-odd ascents (by the right-most matrix of (2.1)). The summand, ~(P2 = 0), 
will account for an initial odd-even ascent on P. Thus, 
[~ 2 1 1 ]o(p). 0 0 0 
ODA(P) = Do(P)-  1 0 0 
0 0 0 
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Fig. 1. The graph for Proposition 2, which is continued in Fig. 2. 
Remark 1. The rationale for focusing our attention on statistics that satisfy the 
even-odd-even-odd condition includes the independence of the condition with re- 
spect to path length and the realization that all of the statistics of Proposition 1 
possess the condition. Similar conditions defined in terms of successive pairs or triples 
are covered by the even-odd-even-odd condition. 
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Fig. 2. The graph for Proposition 2.
Further, if0-0 and ]-1 are viewed as a single ascent and a single descent, respectively, 
and if 0-]" and 1-~ are neutral steps, then, excepting the first and last steps, each path in 
~f(n) can be viewed a bicolored Motzkin paths. Now the even-odd-even-odd condi- 
tion becomes a condition about successive steps. Related is the study of pairs of lattice 
paths that only intersect initially and terminally. Instead of emphasizing even-odd 
pairs, there the attention is on diagonally opposing steps on the two paths. Bijections 
between pairs of non-intersecting lattice paths and catpaths are recorded in [9]. 
Remark 2. For any path, P1P2 ... P2,erd(n), PhPh+l is a called a high peak if 
PhPh+ 1 = 01 and ~j<hPj < (h - 1)/2. Let One(P) denote the number of high peaks on 
P. Recently, E. Deutsch [2] showed that OHp is distributed by N(n, k). One can easily 
see that Ona does not satisfy the even-odd--even-odd condition. Additional statistics 
with the Narayana distribution satisfying modification of the even-odd-even-odd 
condition are considered in [11]. 
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3. Statistics with the Narayana distribution 
Proposition 2. There are exactly 
even-odd-even-odd condit ion with 
6)(P) = k}l = N(n, k). 
57 nonidentical statistics, 6), satisfying the 
the summand z(P2 = O)for which I{P~C~(n): 
Proposition3. There are exactly 56 nonidentical statistics, 69, satisfying the 
even-odd-even-odd condition with the summand z( P 2 = l) for which 
[ {PeCk(n): O(P) = k}[ = N(n, k). 
Two matrix codes, Mt and Mr, are identical if Mr(P) =/~t(P )  for all P, i.e., they 
define the same function. Presently there is no explaination for the difference between 
the counts, 57 and 56. 
Proof of Proposition 2, Part 1 (Finding the candidates). The first step is to determine 
a candidate set of matrix codes that satisfies the Narayana distribution on 
UO~n<mCK(n), for some manageable m (see Table 2). Once determined, this set 
certainly contains all the Narayana codes satisfying the desired conditions of the 
propositions. In Section 6, we present a simple algorithmic scheme that generates 
a candidate set. In Part 3 of this proof  we will see that candidate set generated by the 
algorithm is precisely the set of Narayana codes. 
The algorithm of Section 6 shows that there are 8.3 x 1 matrix codes, Mo, that satisfy 
the Narayana distribution for paths in U o ~, ~ 3C~(n) • (When checking C~(n), 11 of the 
16 entries were loosely restricted between 0 and 2 in the algorithm.) Of the eight 
plausible categories of matrices only six are eventually realized as Narayana codes. 
They are represented as follows with ' - - '  indicating 'unrestricted.': 
0 0 1 :°1 i°° I 
0 1 ' 0 1 ' 1 0 
- - -  0 - -  - 0 - -  - -  
0 0 0 
1 0 0 1 0 0 
1 0 ' 1 0 ' 2 0 
• 0 0 
Table 2 
The number of codes atisfying the Narayana distribution on 0 0 ~<, ~< m ~(n) 
m 3 4 5 6 7 8 
For t = 0 3'311 248"33 308 74 66 66 
For t = 1 12.311 310" 33 258 103 91 91 
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The algorithm continues checking Cg(n), for n = 4, 5 . . . . .  until there appears to be 
stability in the number of plausible matrix codes, as Table 3 shows. Stability appears 
at n = 7, with 66 candidate matrix codes satisfying the Narayana distribution on 
Uo~._<7~(n). 
Proof of Proposition 2, Part 2 (Certifying the candidates). As anticipated, three of the 
candidates are the Narayana codes corresponding to the known statistics, OEA, ODA, 
and OL which are represented as[1100] [12,,] [i000] 
1 1 0 0 Do = 0 0 0 0 1 0 
Eo= 11 11 00 00 o' 01 00 00 o' Lo= 11 01 00 o' 
We then show that any other candidate, say M;, is indeed a Narayana code by 
establishing a bijection, BIJ: U./> o ¢g(n) ~ U. >/o Cg(n), such that 
Mo(P) = M;(BIJ(P)), 
where Mo has been shown previously to be a Narayana code. 
We will record the bijections in a graph having the set of candidate codes as its 
vertices as follows. When there is a bijection, BIJ, for which Mo(P) = M;(BIJ(P)), for all 
Pe U, ~>0~(n), we will define an edge between the vertices, M and M'. We will write 
either 
BIJ Mo- -~ Mo' or Mo BIJ) Mo.' 
We will use the right-hand notation in the more common case when the bijection is an 
involution. We then complete the proof by forming a connected graph with all the 
candidates as vertices and with the bijections, defined in the remainder of the paper, 
producing the edges. The graph appears in Figs. 1 and 2. The proof of Proposition 3is 
similar and corresponds to Figs. 3 and 4. These figures record the extent o which we 
have cataloged the Narayana statistics. 
In the graph for Proposition 2, the 66 codes are displayed. The boxed codes are the 
'classics'. There is no evidence that a spanning tree for the graph exists with significant 
patterns. The desire to fit the graph on two pages occasionally determined which 
edges were employed. In the graph for Proposition 3 we have omitted some of the 
codes that represent the same statistic as another code. These absent codes can be 
found by Lemma 2. Each absence is indicated by the superscript 'I'. 
Bijection 1. Interestingly, during the process of construction the graph proving 
Proposition 2, two connected components developed. Perhaps the only way to 'bridge 
bijectively' the two components i  to use the neat bijection recently formulated by 
Benchekroun and Moszkowski [1]. It is denoted here as: 
p: {P ~ C~(n) : OL(P) = k} ~ {P ~ C~(n) : Or(P) = k} 
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Fig. 3. The graph for Proposition 3,which is continued in Fig. 4. 
where/~ is defined so that, for PECd(n), OL(P) = k and 0 < h ~< k, if ((Xh, Yn), (Uh, Vh)) is 
the coordinate designation for the last step of the hth nonfinal ong sequence of P, then 
(Xh + 1, Yh) are the coordinates of the hth valley of p(P). Observe the location of p in 
Figs. 2 and 4. 
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Proof of Proposition 2, Part 3 (Eliminating duplicate statistics). By Part 2, for t = 0, 
there are 66 Narayana codes; however, 9 pairs of these are identical as functions. For 
t = 1, there are 91 Narayana codes with 35 pairs of these being identical. Lemma 2 can 
show that there are at least 9 and 35, respectively, identical pairs, and a straight 
forward computer-assisted check shows that there are not more. 
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4. Complementary code and identical codes 
Definition 3. Two statistics, O and O, distributed by N(n, k) on Cg(n) are said to be 
complementary if O(P) = n - 1 - O(P) for all PeCg(n) and all n. 
The summand z(P2 = t) causes no pairs of codes covered only by Proposit ion 2 or 
covered only by Proposit ion 3 to satisfy O(P) = n - 1 - O(P) for all P and all n. 
Lemma 1, together with Lemma 2, can show that there are at least 40 pairs of codes, 
the first of each pair from the 57 covered by Proposit ion 2 and the second from the 56 
covered by Proposit ion 3, that satisfy O(P) = n - 1 - O(P) for all P and all n. Since 
a straight forward computer-assisted check shows that there are not more, this paper 
shows that there are 57 + 56-  40 = 73 Narayana codes, no two of which are 
identical or complementary. 
We have omitted the symmetrical theory obtained by interchanging the 0-]"s with 
-/-O's throughout and using either the summand Z(PzP3 = 00 or 10) or the summand 
z(P3 = 1). 
Next we relate some of the Narayana codes with summand z(P2 = 0) to some with 
z(P2 = 1). Define the complement, M ~, of a matrix M so that (M~)i~ = 1 - (M)ij for all 
entries. For any Pe~(n) ,  n > 0, and for any 4 x 4 matrix M, with (M)i~e {0, 1}, 
IMP(P) + z(P2 = 1)] + [M(P) + z(P2 = 0)] = n -- 1. 
Since N(n, k) is symmetric about (n - 1)/2 in k, we have 
Lemma 1. For any 0-1 matrix, M, Mo is a Narayana statistical code if, and only if, M~ 
is a Narayana statistical code. 
We will use M~) COM ~ Mo to denote such a pair of statistical codes. 
Bijeetion 2. Let IDY : C~(n) ~ rg(n) denote the identity map, IDY(P)  ----- P. 
The following lemma shows how some path statistics have more than one repres- 
entation as a matrix code. 
Lemma 2. For any P ~ Cg(n), E a+l +lc+l ] Ei cbd ] e f g h f g h+l  
i j k l (P )= j k l+  1 (P)" 
m n o P t n o p+l  t 
m 
Proof. Since a given path must have the same number of O0's as 1 l's, it will have the 
same number of O--O's as 1-l-'s that do not belong to any O0 l-i subpath. 
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Example 2. Consider the statistic, Ov(P), counting the valleys on P. Since 
I{P2h+2P2h+3 =1-'6}w{h : PEh+ 1P2h+ 2 = 10}] d- z(P1PEP3 = 010) 
i 0 1 Oil(p), 
1 1 0 
0 1 0 
1 1 0 
this matrix counts catpaths with respect to valleys. The above two lemmas combine to 
restate part of Proposition 1 as 
0 0 0 IDY 0 0 0 1 COM 1 1 0 
1 0 0 1 0 1 0 1 0 1" 
0 0 0 o 0 0 1 o 1 1 0 
5. Many more catpath bijeetions 
We now introduce the remainder of the bijections that establish the edges in the 
graphs of Figs. 14. While many of the simple lemmas corresponding to the bijections 
are not recorded in this section, they or their corollaries are fairly obvious in the 
figures. 
Bijeetion 3. The reverse of a path is defined as REV : C(n) ~ C(n) : REV(P)  = P' where 
P~, = 1 - P2n-h  for 0 ~< h ~< 2n. E.g. REV(010011) = 001101. 
It easily follows from Definition 1 that 
Lemma 3. For any P • C(n), 
f g h  
j k l (P)= 
n o p 
h l 
f J 
g k 
e i 
d 
b (REV(P)). 
c 
a 
The matrices in Lemma 3 are added to the matrices in the following two lemmas to 
establish some of the edges in the proofs of Propositions 2 and 3. 
Lemma 4. For any P • C(n), M(P) = (REV(P)), where either 
l 1 1 0 0 or [0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 
M--  1 1 0 0 M= 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 o 0 0 1 1 1 
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Proof. Consider the first case; the second has a similar proof. Notice that for any 
catpath P and for any odd number k, the number of double ascents across the line, 
y = x + k, equals the number of double descents across that line. Notice also that 
z(P2 ----- O) = 1 corresponds to an ascent across the line, y = x + 1. On a given P, the 
first matrix counts the quadruples O-(JO-(), O-(JO-], 1--(JO-(), and 1-007-. Hence it counts the 
occurrences of noninitial odd-even O0's or, equivalently, the number of noninitial 
double ascents crossing y = x + k for k odd. (e2hP2h+l is noninitial if h > 1.) Let 500 
denote the set of lines {y = x + k :k  odd}. The first identity then follows from: 
M(P)  + z(P2 = 0)  = [the number of ascending crossings of lines in 500 by P] = [the 
number of descending crossings of lines in 5°0 by REV(P)] = [the number of ascending 
crossings of lines in 500 by REV(P)] = M(REV(P)) + Z(REV(P)2 = 0). [] 
Lemma 5. For any Pc  C(n), M(P)  = (REV(P)), where either E 000} 
0 0 0 0 1 0 
M= 1 0 1 or M= 0 0 0 
0 0 0 o 0 1 0 1 
Proof. Consider the first case by induction on n; the second has a similar proof. The 
identity is certainly true for 0 ~< n ~< 2. Suppose that n > 2. In the case where P does 
not contain any TO step pairs, neither does REF(P), and we can ignore the third row of 
the matrix and the identity holds. 
Next, consider the case where P contains ome 10. We will check for equality of the 
net change in both sides that results when the last 10 is removed from P and, 
correspondingly, the first "1-6 is removed from REV(P). Once this check is made, we can 
use the induction hypothesis to complete the proof. 
If the last 1-~ on P is immediately preceded by a 1--0, there is no change in either side 
of identity (a) when the last 1-~ is removed from P. Thus, it is sufficient to consider the 
subpath of P containing the last 10 only when the last TO is not immediately preceded 
by a 10. Let 0 L = OL(S ) and O R = OR(S ) denote the statistical contribution of the 
subpath S of P corresponding, respectively, to the statistics on the Left and the Right 
of identity (a). Let 0~ and 0~ denote the satistical contribution of the subpath S with ]-0 
removed. E.g., the subpath S = ~-0]-0~T yields 0L = 1, while its reduced subpath, 
0-O0-l', yields 0[ = 0. Correspondingly, on REV(P), the subpath 0-]-I'-0-i-T yields OR = 1, 
while its reduced subpath, 01 11, yields 0~ = 0. The complete check is tabuluted in 
Table 3, where 0 denotes the first step on P, and 1 denotes the last step on P and nine 
cases are condensed in the last three lines. [] 
Bijeetion 4. The EXI :C (n)~ C(n) is the bijection that transforms each path by 
replacing each 01 or 10 that occurs immediately after any 00 by the other step pair, i.e., 
by 10 or 01, respectively. E g., EX1 (000 10 1001 11 1) = 00001 1001 11 1). 
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Table 3 
A tabulation for the proof of Lemma 5 
Subpath 0L 0[ Corresponding OR 0~ 
on P subpath on REV(P) 
01000 1 1 11 10] 0 0 
10 01 1 1 01 10 i 0 0 
01 10 ] 0 0 0 10 01 1 1 
11101 0 0 0 1--60--6 1 1 
°°t t °° t 11 i-6 N 1 o ~g6 o-~ 1 0 
381 
Bijection 5. EX2" C(n) ~ C(n) is the bijection that transforms each path by replacing 
each 0--1- or TO that occurs immediately after any ]-1 by the other step pair. 
Lemma 6. 
!bc 
f g 
f g 
n o 
[a h Exl e 
h e 
P t m 
f g h  f g h  f g h  
fgh  f g h  f g h  t" 
n o p n o p t o n p 
Proof. Consider only the first expression. It is sufficient and easy to establish 
[~ bcd  fgh  fgh  
n o p i cb 
(0--0 O-T) = f g 
f g 
n o 
d 
h 
h (0-01--0). 
P 
[]  
Bijection 6. The bijection Ex3:C(n)~ C(n) transforms each path by sequentially 
exchanging step pairs as follows: Let ~ ... x-= be a maximal  subpath of P such that 
~ {0--1-, ]'-O}. Let y-~ ... y--~ denote its image under EX3, also with ~ ~ {~1-, 1--0}. Put 
Yl = xt.  For  1 ~< h < m, put Yh+ 1 = Yh when Xh+ 1 = 0-] and ~ ~ y'~, otherwise. 
E.g. EX3(0100010011001 1 1) = 0100010100101 11 1. 
Bijection 7. EX4, is defined as EX3 except that for 1 <~ h < m, we put ~ 1 = Yh when 
xh+ 1 = 10 and ~ ¢ y~, otherwise. 
Bijection 8. The bijection EX5" C(n) ~ C(n) transforms each path so each noninitial ~-f 
or 1--0 is replaced by the other step pair, where PEhPzh+l is noninitial if h > 1. E.g. 
EX5(0 10 001010 01 111) = 010 00 0101 1011 1. 
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Bijection 9. The bijection EX6 : C(n) ~ C(n), transforms each path so that after the first 
0--0 each 0T or -i-0 is replaced by the other step pair. E.g., EX6(0 10 01 00 10 10 01 11 1) = 
010010001 01 1011 1. 
Bijeetion 10. The bijection Ex7:C(n)~C(n) transforms each path by replacing 
each 0--l- or 1--0 by the other step pair in each maximal subpath of even-odd 
pairs from {~-T, T-0} when the maximal subpath immediately follows a 0-0. E.g., 
EX7(0 1000 1000 1001 1101 1101 101) = 0 100001 0001 101101 1101 101. 
Bijection 11. The bijection EX8 : C(n) ~ C(n) transforms each path by replacing each 
0--1 or -i'-0 by the other step pair in each maximal subpath of even-odd pairs from 
{N-f, 1--0) when the maximal subpath immediately follows a 1-]-. 
Next we consider a bijection that acts on a path by 'sliding' or trading maximal 
subpaths consisting only of 0-l-'s across ascending subpaths consisting of 0-0's intersper- 
sed with perhaps ome 0-l-'s. We also consider variations of this definition. 
Bijection 12 (The sliding of-OT's with respect to ascents). The bijection SLI: 
C(n) ~ C(n) is defined so that each maximal subpath of P of the form W1W2W3, 
where (1) WI and W3 are maximal and consists only of ~ step pairs and where 
(2) W2 is nonempty and consists only of step pairs from {0-0, 0-i-}, is replaced sequen- 
tially to form W3W2W1 on SLI(P). E.g., SLI(0 01 01 0001 00 1001 11 01 11 01 10 1) = 
00001 0001 01 1001 1101 1101 101. 
Analogously, we can define SL2 to correspond to sliding T'0's with respect to ascents, 
SL3 to correspond to sliding 0-]"s with respect o descents, and SL4 to correrspond to 
sliding 1-0's with respect o descents. The following is a sample of the lemmas for 
sliding. 
Lemma 7. [aec 
f c d SLI b f c 
6___....+ 
i k l i i k 
m o p o m m o 
e f e h SL2[e f e 
<--- ---). 
i b k d b k 
m n m p o n m 
d]o l 
P 
d 
h 
d 
P o 
The following bijections act on a path by 'changing' a ~]-'s to 1--0's and vice versa 
while 'sliding them across double ascent or descents. 
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Bijeetion 13 (Slide-change-one). sc l 'C(n) -o  C(n) transforms P e C(n) by replacing 
each subpath of the form W1W2W3 by W'3W'2W'~, where 
(i) W1 is maximal and consists only of b-i" step pairs, 
(ii) W2 = 0--0, 
(iii) W3 is maximal and consists only of-i--O step pairs, 
(iv) W~ has the length of W~ and consists of 10's, 
(v) W~ has the length of W3 and consists of Of's, 
E.g., sc l (01000 1001 10010010101101 1 1)=01001 0001 10010100 10 11 01 11 1. 
Analogously, we can define: For sc3, W1 and W~ consist of Of's W2 = "l-l's, and 
W3 and W~ consist of-i-0's. For sc4, W1 and W~ consist of-f-0's W2 =-lq-'s, and 
W3 and W~ consist of Of's. 
The following lemma is representative of several such lemmas for slide change: 
Lemma 8. Iia c I [aaec][abcc] Labccl 
f g h scl d f g h d e f f sc4 d e f f 
a i c a a i c g h i j g h i k t" 
b j k t b b j k t d k f f t d j f f 
A bijection that transforms a path by transfering Of' from the right side of double 
ascents to the left side of double descents is now defined. 
Bijection 14. The definition of TR1 : C(n)~ C(n): For any Pe  C(n), factor P as 
P = 0 Wo RI WR1Rj1R2 ... Rh W&ah.~l~ Rh+l ... Rm WL1 
where 
(i) the subscript RhRh+ llh is an indexing device for certain subpaths, 
(ii) for each h, h = 1, 2, ... , the first Rh is b-O and the second is Ti, 
(iii) Ih = [{ g: g ~< h and RgRa+ 1 = RhRh+ 1}[, 
(iv) WRhR~,+,I h = UlhVlh , if RhRh+ 1 = 0--0~0, 
(V) WR~R,÷,~, = V'~hU'th, if RhRh+l = i--f "-l-f, 
U" V"U'" (vi) WRhR,+,I~ = I, 1h **, if RhRk = i3-O-i-f, 
(vii) U~,, U' U" U"  ~h, ~h, and ,~ are maximal and consist only of Of step pairs, 
(viii) Wo, WL, and V, h, V;h, and Vj', consist of step pairs in {of, TO}. 
Define 
TRI(P) = 0 Wo R1 IYR,RjI R2 ... Rh ff'R~R,+,I~ Rh+ 1 "" R2m WL1 
where 
(i) I'VR~Rh+a, = Uj~V,~, if RhRh+ 1 = ~'0~'0, 
(ii) WR~R,+,I~ = V'I~U~, if RhRh+ 1 = i--f T-f, 
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- U ' "V"U"  (iii) WRhR~+I*h - 1~ th 1~, if RhRh+ l = 0011. 
As an example, let 
P=O0101 O0 O1 1010001001001011 10101 11 1. 
v--r--'.--v--o ~ ,--v---o v__, ___-<_.¢__o v_, ___~ ,__.r___, 
R1 X R2 R 3 R~ R 2 Y R 3 
Here 'X'  and 'Y '  mark the step pairs that will move. Also: 
Wooool = 011010, U 1 = 01, V1 : 1010; Wooo02 = 1001, U2 : O, 
Wl1111 = O; Wl l  11 2 = 01, V~. = O, V~ = 0101; Wool~ ~ = 10; WL = O. 
TRI(P) ----001 O1 O0 10 10000101 100100 10 1101 i1 11 1. 
Wo = 0101; 
V2 = 1001; 
Bijection 15. The bijection TR2: C(n) -~ C(n) that transforms a path by transfering 10's 
f rom the right side o f  double ascents to the left side of  double descents, is defined 
precisely as TR1 except hat the roles of O']- and 1--0 are interchanged. 
Lemma 9. 
a b c 
a e c 
g h i 
j k l 
f TRI a 
h g 
k , j 
f a g  
b h c  " 
k l l 
e c b and f g g 
h i h b h i 
k 1 k ~ k I 1 t 
The next bijection, which appears as an important bridge in connecting the graphs 
for the proofs of Propositions 1 and 2, has the effect of moving a 1 in a matrix code 
from the second row, third column to first row, fourth column, and vice versa. 
Bijeetion 16. ZIP: C(n) --* C(n), is a path isomorphism defined so each quadruple ~[ 1--O 
is exchanged for 00 11, and vice versa. E.g., ziP(00100111) = 00101101. 
Lemma 10. 
b g h ziP_, b d h 
e i j  e i j  
e i j , e i j t 
Bijection 17. This bijection rates the statistics, Or(P) and ODA(P), and hence it is used 
for Bijection 18: Let e: {PECk(n): Ov(P) = k} ~ {Per (n) :  OoA(e) = k} be defined as 
follows: Each R = R1 ... Rh ... R2, e {P e C~(n): Ov(P) = k} is determined uniquely by 
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the sequence of its valleys, (xl, Yl) ... (Xh, Yh) ... (Xk, Yk), say. If we consider the set 
complements, {x'~, ... ,Xtn-k-1} = {1, ... ,n - 1} - {xl, ... ,Xk} and {y'~ . . . . .  Y'n-k-1} = 
{1 . . . . .  n -  1} -{Y l  . . . . .  Yk}" then (y'~,x'~)... (y'h,X'h)... (Y ' , -k -~,X' , -k -O will be 
the valleys of ct(R) e {P E C~(n): ODA(P) = k}. 
Bijection 18. We will first informally describe a most interesting bijection: 
/3: g(n, k) ~ g(n, k). We will view the 'skeleton' of a path, P, as the reduced path 
consisting only of the 0--0's and IT's after the other even-odd step pairs and the first and 
last steps have been removed from P./3 will map the skeleton of P into a new skeleton 
under ~ (from Bijection 17) where ~ treats each 0-'O as a single ascent 0and 1--f as a single 
descent 1. Further,/3 will exchange each maximal subpath on {0--f, TO} located between 
two 0"0's with one located between a valley. Likewise,/3 will exchange ach maximal 
subpath with steps from {0--T, ]-0} located between the iT's with one located between 
a peak. 13 will leave the maximal subpath before the first 0-'0 fixed, and it will exchange 
the maximal subpath located after the last 17" with the maximal subpath located 
between the last two 1 l's. 
For example, ~(0iOO]0i$)= 800i]0$i, by Bijection 17. Thus, if each Wh is a 
maximal subpath on {0--r, TO}, then 
fl(O W l ~'~ W2-H W3 0OO~ W4 ~'~ Ws 'H  W60-~ W71-'T ws  TT w91)  
= 0 W 1 ~0 W300 W60-~ W 8 '17- W2I-T W,l.0"~ W9T~ Ws'i-1 W 7 1. 
More precisely, fl:g(n, k)--* g(n, k) is defined as follows: for any P e g(n, k), rewrite 
P as 
P = 0 Wo R1 WR,R2I 1R2 ...  Rh WRs, Rh+,I hRh+ 1 . . .  R2m WL 1 
where Rh e {0--(J]-r}, where WRhRh+,I~ is a possibly empty subpath with steps in {OT-1--(J}, 
and where 
Ih '= I{O 'O <~ h and RoRg+ ~ = RhRh+l}l. 
Thus, I h indexes each maximal subpath on {~1--1--0} according to the types of the 
preceding step pairs R h and the following step pair Rh + x from {0"0, -1-1}. 
Now, if R =R1R2 ... R2m is a path on {~3-O,]-l-}, let its contraction be ^ ^ 
[~ = R1R2 ... [~m where Rh = 8 if R2hRzh+ 1 = ~ and/~h = 1 if R2hR2h+ 1= ]-r. E.g., if 
R = 00 110-O~-O ]-10--0 ]-] ]-r, then/~ = 0i00i0i i .  Set S = ~(R), and define S so that ~is 
its contraction. Let 
Jh = I { g" g <~ h and SoSo+ l = ShSh+x} I. 
The definition is completed by setting 
fl(P) = 0 Wo $l ... Sh W[,Sh+ I ... Szm W0011F 1 
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where 
[ WlloOJt, 
WOO 00Jh 
Wh ~--- Wll llJh 
WL 
WOO OJh 
if ShSh+ l = 0-00"~, 
if ShSh + 1 = - i f  0--~, 
if ShSh+ 1:~'~"~ and Jh <L,  
if ShSh+ 1 = 0-0]']- and Jh = L, 
if ShSh + l = 1--l -T, 
and F is the number of peaks on/~. 
Lemma 11. 
a b 
e f 
i j 
m n 
c ] rmno+] 
gd e f gd  
k d Lia J k d 
od o bc  d o 
Proof. This lemma states that fl has the effect of interchanging the first and the last 
rows of a matrix in which the last column is constant. The lemma follows by routinely 
checking the statistical contributions of each even-odd-even-odd subpath of a 
path P under the left matrix with the associated statistical contributions of each 
even-odd-even-odd subpath of a path fl(P) under the right matrix. [] 
6. The candidate algorithm 
The algorithm is written in rudimentary Mathematica [12] and is intended to be 
self-explanatory, not necessarily computer efficient. 2 
We will call catpaths, 'kittypaths', then we use '1', '2', '3', and '4' in lieu of 0-0, 0-T, T0, 
and TI', respectively, and ignore the first and last steps of each path. Being aware that 
Mathematica indexes arrays starting at 1, we will ignore the path of length zero. In the 
program the indices of the distributions - -narayanaDis t [ [n ] ]  and par t ia lD is t  
- -  are 'off by 1.' 
The one task, not recorded here, is to create the array of kittypaths corresponding 
to the catpaths of length 2 through 16. One can routinely accomplish this using 
a well-known recursion for catpaths. In the program the array k i t typaths  appears as 
k i t typaths  = {k i t typaths  [[1 ]], . . . ,  k i t typaths[ [8] ]  
= {{}, {{2}}, {{3}}, {{ i ,  4}}, {2, 2}, {2, 3}, {3, 2}, {3, 3}}, ... } 
2The running time for candidates.m was about wo hours on an HP 9000-735 work station. 
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In the program mat  will be a 4 x 4 matr ix.  We c la im that  an  init ial  cand idate  set 
can be all 4 x 4 matrices, mat ,  with integer entr ies satisfying 0 ~< mat [ [ i ,  j]] ~< 2. 
Suppose to the contrary,  i.e., suppose that  mat [ [ i ,  j]] t> 3, for some i, j e { 1, 2, 3, 4}. In  
k i t typaths [ [10] ]  one can f ind at least two k i t typaths  with at least three occurrences 
of consecut ive i , j .  Accordingly,  at least two k i t typaths will have statistical values at 
least 3 .3  = 9 which is impossib le since the Narayana  d is t r ibut ion  counts  at most  one 
such k i t typath since N(10, 9) = 1 and  N(10, k) = 0 for k ~> 10. 
( * The program 'cand idates .m'  • ) 
ca tnumber  [n_ ] : = catnumber  [n] = B inomia l [2  n,  n] / (n  + 1 ); 
narayanaDis t  = Table[Table  [B inomia l [n  - 1, k - 1 ] • B inomia l [n  - 1, k - 1 ] - 
B inomia l  [n - 1 ,k] • B inomia l [n  - 1 ,k - 2], {k, 1 ,n}], in ,  1,8}]; 
ch i [path_ ,  t_] : = ch i [path , t ]  = Module[  { return} ,  
re turn  = 0; 
I f [ t  = = 0 8eSe F i r s t [path]  < 3, re turn  = 1 ]; 
I f [ t  = = 1 8eSe F i r s t [path]  = = 3, re turn  = 1]; 
re turn] ;  
j o inToL is t [aMat r ix l i s t  _ ,mat_ ,ha l f length_  ,t_] : -- Module[{ret ,n},  
re t  = aMatr ix l i s t ;  
n = ha l f length ;  
par t ia lD is t  = Table[0,  {n}]; 
p laus ib le  = t rue ;  
r = 0; ( • r indexes  the  ar ray  k i t typaths [ [n ] ]  • ) 
Whi le[  r < catnumber [n]  8eSe p laus ib le  = = t rue ,  
r++;  
index  = 1 + ch i [k i t typaths [ [n , r ] ] ,  t] + Sum[mat[ [  
k i t typaths [ [n , r ,h ] ] ,k i t typaths [ [n , r ,h  + 1 ]]]], {h, 1 ,n  - 2}]; 
I f [ index  > n ,p laus ib le  = fa lse,  
par t ia lD is t [ [ index] ]  = par t ia lD is t [ [ index] ]  + 1; 
I f [par t ia lD is t [ [ index] ]  > narayanaDis t [ [n , index] ] ,  
p laus ib le  = false]] 
]; 
I f  [r = -- ca tnu lnber [n ]  8eSepart ialDist = = narayanaDis t [ [n ]  ], 
re t  = Jo in [ re t ,  {mat)  ] ]; 
ret[;  ( • end  of the  modu le  jo in tToL is t  , )  
case  It_ ] : = Modu le  [ {mat l ist ,  mat},  
matnst  = {{ }, { }, { }, { }, { }, { }, { }, { }}; 
mat  = Tab le [u ,  {4}, {4}]; ( ,  'u '  for  unspec i f ied  , )  
mat [ [1 ,4] ]  = 0; Whi le [mat [ [1 ,4 ] ]  < 3, 
mat[ [2 ,2] ]  = 0; Whi le [mat [ [2 ,2 ] ]  < 3, 
mat[ [2 ,3] ]  = 0; Whi le [mat [ [2 ,3 ] ]  < 3, 
mat [ [3 ,2] ]  = 0; Whi le [mat [ [3 ,2 ] ]  < 3, 
mat[ J3 ,3] ]  = 0; 
Whi le [mat [ [3 ,3 ] ]  < 3, 
mat l i s t  [[3]] = jo inToL is t [mat l i s t  [[3]], mat ,  3, t]; 
mat[ [3 ,3] ]  + + ]; 
mat[ [3 ,2] ]  + + ]; 
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mat[ [2 ,3 ] ]  + + ]; 
mat [ [2 ,2 ] ]  + + ]; 
mat [ [1 ,4 ] ]  + + ]; 
P r in t  [ "Length  [mat l i s t  [[3]]] = ",  Length  [mat l i s t  [[311]]; 
Do [ ( • indexed by  j 1 • ) 
mat  = mat l i s t [ [3 , j l  ]]; 
mat [ [1 ,2 ] ]  = 0; Whi le [mat [ [1 ,2 ] ]  < 3, 
mat [ [1 ,3 ] ]  = 0; Whi le [mat [ [1 ,3 ] ]  < 3, 
mat [ [2 ,1 ] ]  = 0; Whi le [mat [ [2 ,1 ] ]  < 3, 
mat [ [2 ,4 ] ]  = 0; Whi le [mat [ [2 ,4 ] ]  < 3, 
mat [ [3 ,1 ] ]  = 0; Whi le [mat [ [3 ,1 ] ]  < 3, 
mat [ [3 ,4 ] ]  = 0; Whi le [mat [ [3 ,4 ] ]  < 3, 
mat [ [4 ,2 ] ]  = 0; Whi le [mat [ J4 ,2 ] ]  < 3, 
mat[[4,311 = 0; 
Whi le [mat [ J4 ,3 [ [  < 3, 
mat l i s t  [[411 = j o inToL is t  [mat l i s t  [[4]], mat ,  4, t]; 
mat [ [4 ,3 ] ]  + + ]; 
mat [ [4 ,2 ] ]  + + ]; 
mat[ [3 ,41]  + + ]; 
mat [ J3 ,1 ] ]  + + ]; 
mat[ J2 ,4] ]  + + ]; 
mat [ [2 ,1 ] ]  + + ]; 
mat [ [1 ,3 ] ]  + + ]; 
mat [ [1 ,2 ] ]  + + ]; 
{ j l ,1 ,  Length[mat l i s t [ [3 ] l  ] } ]; 
P r in t  [ "Length  [mat l i s t  [[4]]] = ",  Length  [mat l i s t  [[4]]]1; 
Do[ ( , indexedby j2  , )  
mat  = mat l i s t  [[4 j 2]]; 
mat [ [1 ,1 ] ]  = 0; Whi le [mat [ [1 ,  1]] < 3, 
mat[[4,111 = 0; Whi le [mat [ [4 ,  111 < 3, 
mat [ [4 ,4 ] ]  = 0; 
Whi le [  mat [ [4 ,4 ] ]  < 3, 
Mat l i s t  [[5]] = jo inToL is t  [mat l i s t  [[511, mat ,  5, t]; 
mat [ [4 ,4 ] ]  + + ]; 
mat [ [4 ,1] ]  + + ]; 
mat [ [1 ,1 ] ]  + + ]; 
{j2, 1, Length[  mat l ist [ [411 ] } ]; 
P r in t  [ "Length  [mat l i s t  [[5]]] = " ,Length  [mat l i s t  [[5]]] ]; 
Do[ 
Do [mat  = mat l i s t  [[n - l ,  j ]1; 
mat l i s t  [[n]] = j o inToL is t  [mat l i s t  [[nil, mat ,  n, t], 
{j, 1, Length[mat l i s t [ [n  - 1]] ] } ]; 
P r in t  [ "Length  [mat l i s t  [In] ] = ",  Length  [mat l i s t  [In]]1], 
{n, 6,8} 1; 
Pr in t [  "set  of  cand idates  = ",  mat l i s t [ [8 ] ]  ]
] ( • end  of modu le  cases  • ); 
<<k i t typaths8 .m;  ( , Th is  loads  the  ar ray  'k i t typaths '  • ) 
Do[ case[ t ] ,  {t, 0, t} ] ; 
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